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Building Civil Society in Ethno-Religiously Fractured
Communities: the Case of the Gülen Movement
in Turkey and Abroad
by Mehmet Kalyoncu
Civil society is generally associated with the presence of voluntary, non-governmental
civic and social organisations, which are run by informed citizens and assume responsibility for monitoring state bodies and operations and mobilising available resources
to maintain order and efficiency in the functioning of both state and society. Early civil
society theorists argued the relevance of such voluntary associations to achieving a stable and functioning democracy. But what if the local conditions prevent the formation
of such associations – if the social landscape is characterised by communal conflicts
stemming from deeply entrenched ethno-religious differences? The reality of such conditions makes it imperative that strategies are re-formulated in ethno-religiously fractured societies, where what divides different segments of the population is more than
what unites them.
This paper argues that it is possible to develop such strategies. The argument is based
on field research in Mardin on the activities of the faith-based Gülen movement. This
group has succeeded in forging policies and programmes that bring different ethnoreligious communities together as a necessary first step towards civil society: common
problems facing the different ethno-religious communities are identified, then solid
services to address those problems are provided, requiring collaborative effort by the
different ethno-religious communities. In this way the social potential of those communities is mobilised and channelled to achieve shared goals which enrich the society
as a whole.
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